The effective application of segmental image fusion in spinal radiosurgery for improved targeting of spinal tumours.
As a result of experiences of failed image fusion, an improved protocol for effective CT and MRI image fusion was developed. Image fusion is a critical part of image-guided stereotactic radiosurgery (IG-SRS) and greatly influences the accurate measurement of gross tumour volume (GTV) and optimal dosimetry. Avoidance of any positional discrepancy is vital for optimal image fusion and results in improved targeting, which improves clinical results. This paper describes a protocol for effective image fusion and how it impacted on the clinical outcome of stereotactic radiosurgery for spinal tumours. Fused MRI/CT images from 20 patients were examined and compared. A protocol for fusing images from thin slice MR images and CTs was developed for improved identification and measurement of tumour volume. Differences in individual GTV values both before and after image fusion were evaluated. The effectiveness of tumour targeting was also assessed by comparing discrepancies in individual and overall GTV values. Differences in mean GTVs using either CT or MRI alone compared with the mean found through combined CT/MR image fusion showed a difference of 30.5 +/- 4.8% and 14.5 +/- 3.3% respectively. Additionally, the median GTV values from CT- and MR-based imaging were 11.64 +/- 7.8 cm(3) and 11.72 +/- 6.6 cm(3) vs 14.06 +/- 8.0 cm(3). Median GTV from CT-MR fusion was 14.06 +/- 8.0 cm(3). Improved information provided by the fused images enabled us to prescribe more effective dosages, as the fused images gave more accurate information about tumour se due to better delineation of tumour perimeters. This protocol provides improved visualisation of spinal tumours and enables better treatment planning. Segmented image fusion was shown to provide significant advantages for planning stereotactic radiosurgery. Fused images provided more precise and accurate data and allowed better targeting of tumours, with improved tumour coverage that resulted in better clinical outcomes.